mGluRs: a target for pharmacotherapy in Parkinson disease.
Metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) are G-protein-coupled excitatory amino acid (glutamate) receptors and are abundantly expressed in basal ganglia nuclei. We used behavioral, regional glucose uptake metabolic mapping, and FOS protein expression to examine the effects of stimulating striatal and subthalamic mGluRs in rats. Stimulation of striatal Group I mGluRs produced behavioral effects mediated by polysynaptic activation of subthalamic neurons. Stimulation of subthalamic Group II mGluRs produced similar effects. Excessive activity of subthalamic neurons is a key feature of parkinsonism. mGluR Group I or Group II antagonists may prove to be useful for symptomatic treatment of parkinsonism. Stimulation of Group III mGluRs produced behavioral effects in only 6-hydroxydopamine-lesioned animals. Regional glucose uptake metabolic mapping and FOS expression studies suggested that striatal dopamine denervation produced increased sensitivity of Group III mGluRs. Agents active at Group III mGluRs may also be useful for treatment of parkinsonism.